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Worksheet 2: CCS and labelled transition systems.
Formally

(1) For each of the three clocks described in Question (2) of Worksheet 1, give a
CCS expression which defines them.

Answer:
There are lots of possibilities. Here are the three I came up with:

(a)

Clock1

def
= tick .tock .Clock1

(b)

Clock2

def
= tick .T

T
def
= tock .Clock1 + tock .tock .Clock2

(c)

Clock3

def
= tick .T + tick .0

T
def
= tock .Clock3 + tock .tock .Clock3

�

(2) Use the rules in Table 2.2 of the textbook to formally derive the LTS for each
of the three CCS expressions you have used in the answer to Question 1.

Answer:
Let us take one example, (a). Using rule Act from Table 2.2 we have the
transition

tick .tock .Clock1

tick−−→ tock .Clock1

and applying the rule CON to this we obtain the transition

Clock1

tick−−→ tock .Clock1
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In fact this is the only possible transition fromClock1 (why ?) and therefore
we know that the LTS generated fromClock1 will have at least two states,
one labelledClock1 and the othertock .Clock1, with a tick transition from the
former to the latter?

But what transitions are possible from the statetock .Clock1 ? The only possi-
ble rule which can be applied is ACT, to give the transition

tock .Clock1

tock−−→ Clock1

So summing up, the LTS generated by applying the rules in Table 2.2 is:

Clock1

tock .Clock1

tock tick

Now try out the same reasoning on the CCS processes you have come with
for parts (b) and (c). �

(3) Assume the definitionA
def
= b.a.B. By using the SOS rules for CCS, given in

Table 2.2 of the textbook, prove the existence of the following transitions:

(A | b.0)\{b} τ−→ (a.B | 0)\{b}

(A | b.a.B) + (b.A)[a/b] b−→ (A | a.B)

(A | b.a.B) + (b.A)[a/b] a−→ A[a/b]

Answer:
Let us look at trying to justify the first transition

(A | b.0)\{b} τ−→ (a.B | 0)\{b}

using only the rules in Table 2.2.

One approach is to go away and work on it for a while and then produce the
following schematised justification, which should be self-explanatory:
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1 b.0 b−→ 0 ACT
2. b.a.B b−→ a.B ACT
3. A b−→ a.B CON, 2
4. (A | b.0) τ−→ a.B | 0 COM3, 3,1
5. (A | b.0)\{b} τ−→ (a.B | 0)\{b} RES, 4

But how do we come up with this kind of justification? By examining the
process whose transitions we want to derive. This is(A | b.0)\{b}, which has
the structureP\{b}. So the only possible rule from Table 2.2 we can apply is
RES. Therefore we know the eventual justification is going tolook like:

4. (A | b.0) τ−→ a.B | 0 ??
5. (A | b.0)\{b} τ−→ (a.B | 0)\{b} RES, 4

But how do we justify line 4?

We start again. We are trying to justify a transition from theprocess(A | b.0),
which has the formP | Q and therefore we have to use one of the rules
COM1, COM2, or COM3. After some thought you can see that the only real
possibility is COM3. And so we have to figure out what actionP andQ
can use on which to interact. Again with some thought we see that the only
possibility isb. So now we know that the justification has to look like:

1 b.0 b−→ 0 ??

3. A b−→ a.B ??
4. (A | b.0) τ−→ a.B | 0 COM3, 3,1
5. (A | b.0)\{b} τ−→ (a.B | 0)\{b} RES, 4

Now we have to justify lines 1 and 3. How?

We start again. And so on . . . eventually filling out the entirejustification.

Now try this strategy with the other two CCS processes, (b) and (c).

�
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(4) Draw (part of) the transition graph of the processA which has the following
definition:

A
def
= (a.A)\b

How many states are in the transition graph?

Answer:
This is a bit tricky. It turns out that the transition graph has an infinite number
of states. It looks like:

p0

a−→ p1

a−→ p2

a−→ . . .

where

p0 is A

p1 is A\b

p2 is (A\b)\b

p3 is . . .

�

(5) What is the transition graph for the CCS expression:

Two
def
= (One[int/out ] | One[int/in])\int

where the processOne is defined by

One
def
= in.out .One

Answer:

sys

s2

s4 s3

in

τ

out

in

out
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�

Can you find a CCS expression which does not use the parallel operator |
which has the same, or a similar transition graph?

Answer:
One possibility is:

Spec
def
= in.Spec

2

Spec
2

def
= τ.Spec

3

Spec
3

def
= in.out .Spec

2
+ out .Spec

1

�

(6) Draw the transition graph for the processMutex1, given by the following CCS
definition:

Mutex1

def
= (User | Sem)\{p, v}

User
def
= p.enter .exit .v .User

Sem
def
= p.v .Sem

(7) Draw the transition graph for the processMutex2, given by the following CCS
definition:

Mutex2

def
= ((User | Sem) | User)\{p, v}

whereUser andSem are defined as before.

(8) Would the transition system for the following CCS process be any different
than ofMutex2?

FMutex2

def
= ((User | Sem) | FUser)\{p, v}
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whereFUser is defined as

FUser
def
= p.enter .v .exit .User

Some Answers


